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Hmmmmmm, Swap 
Meets, Ebay, RCUni-
verse, Craigslist,  
Ground Schools...it’s 
been a fun Winter.   
 
Just about the time 
that weather gets in 
the way of flying, the 
Swap Meet Season 
begins and I am a 
confessed Swap Meet 
Junkie.  I’ve sold a 
bunch and, of course, 
bought a few as well.   
 

Sometimes I buy to resell but most of the stuff I picked up this Swap Season is 
stuff that I will be flying.  Last year I picked up a very cool Hawks Gee Bee 
(featured in the May 2009 newsletter-page 16) and found some unique “picks” 
this season as well.  I locked onto a huge Extra 260 with a 3W-100 (very good 
condition), a Corben Baby Ace (Saito FA-120-twin plugs) as well as a Balsa USA 
108” Piper Cub and a couple smaller J3 Cubs (Saito FA-56 & OS.55AX) as well.  
I’m currently flying an 80” Cub with an OS.70FS and it’s been tons of fun and 
I’m looking forward to the Giant Cub.  I really like the way a Cub handles, it’s 

very predictable. 
 
I’ve replaced the Magnum 
XL.91FS in the BUSA Cub 
as it was a bit beat up.   
 
The BUSA Cub is now 
outfitted  with a new Saito 
FA-100 4-stroke & I’m 
checking through the entire 
airframe & gear to assure 
myself that everything is 
“up to snuff”.  
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Well Guys, here we go again.  The weather is starting to improve and the flying season is just around the cor-
ner.  It’s time for the indoor flyers to give up their nice warm arena and get out to the field to do some real fly-
ing.  Actually, the weather has been quite good on occasion, so the field has been pretty active already.  Larry 
has been out making a list of things to do at our field cleanup day on April 24th, and hopefully we will have a 
good turnout of workers so that we can get the list taken care of early so as to still have some of the day left to 
fly. 
As usual, Gordon Gibbons did another great job setting up the Mall Show this year which went as smooth as 
silk.  I don’t know if Gordon knows this or not but I believe that he has a job for life. 
 
Our first two field events of the year, Brag day and Watts over Wetzel are coming up fast and will be here be-
fore we know it.  We are anticipating another fun Brag Day and Watts over Wetzel is shaping up to step us up 
to the next level.  Mike has been working hard on this event for the last 6 months and it looks like his hard work 
will pay off if we can get a little cooperation from Mother Nature. 

Our club meetings have been going great lately with some large turnouts of members.  There is some real work that has to be taken care of at the 
meetings, but I am trying my best to get the work done fast so that we can concentrate on the real reason that we belong to a model airplane club:  
Enjoying model aviation.  
 
One business item that I will mention is that we have in place a proposal to update our constitution and bylaws.  The vote on this will be held on 
May 6th.  Although I believe that these changes will be transparent for the most part, I still think that since this is your club, it would be a good idea 
to make yourself heard on this proposal.  I also would like to thank the members of the constitution committee for their hard work on drafting this 
proposal.  They gave up quite a few evenings for the good of the club.  The members of this committee are:  Pete Mlinarcik-chairman, Earl Brown, 
George Dudek, Lou Tisch, Rick Schneider, Ernie Varilone, Mike Pavlock and Gordon Gibbons.  Thanks a lot guys until you are better paid. 
 
If you haven’t been coming to our ground schools you are really missing the boat.  Noel has been working overtime to come up with some great 
programs for our benefit.  You should really check one out. 

Just a few reminders guys:  Be safe and watch those props.  Please don’t forget to lock the gates open when entering the field.  Also, be careful of 
the new fill dirt that was spread in front of the transmitter impound.  It is still very soft and you may sink to your ankles.      Ok…..let’s Fly,   John 

The Editor’s “Knife Edge of Reality” 

The Presidential Podium 

This  issue of the NL is primarily a 2010 events listing with a bit of catch up on some of the 
events & activities that I couldn’t fit into previous Newsletters.   
 
Something worth checking into is the AMA Insider, the AMA National Newsletter.   
As an AMA member, this is part of the advantages of membership.  Go to: 
www.modelaircraft.org/insider.  You can sign up and automatically receive the bi-
monthly newsletter.  It’s an excellent and informative publication. 
 

If you have something to contribute to the RCCD Newsletter, an article or anything, 
please give me a holler.  I’d like to be the “editor” as opposed to the “writer”.  ;)    

         duckguylsb@juno.com    or    (586) 790-2678.        Thanks much, Lou Tisch 

2010 RCCD Membership Renewal  
When filling out your renewal form, please read it carefully. Regular dues are $75.00 and senior dues are $55.00. If 
you have your work card to send in, you deduct $2.50 for every hour worked up to $25.00.  With 10 hours or more, 
deduct the full amount of $25.00, making the regular dues $50.00 and senior dues $30.00.  Juniors are still only 
$13.00. 
 

If you are in arrears, as of March 1st  , you were dropped from the club roster and you’ll have to pay the initiation fee 
again to get back in the club.  Forms can be downloaded from our web site (www.rccd.org) or picked up at the meet-
ings.  This becomes necessary as we must have a current roster to present to AMA for our club charter. 
 

Please sign your name and don’t forget to enclose a self addressed stamped envelope and a copy of your AMA card 
along with your check and the completed form. 
                                                                                                                                               The Membership Committee 
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Meanderings 
 

The Saito FA-120 in the Baby Ace is 
ready to run and I’m about finished go-
ing through the airframe on that as well.   
The instrument panel has all the 
switches and charging jacks for the en-
tire airplane.  There’s a switch & charge 
jack for the Receiver as well as the 
switch and charge jack for the on-board-
glow system.   
This will be a sweet flying plane (73” 
ws) and I’m looking forward to getting 
it into the air. 

The J3 Cub (Blue & Cream) with the 
Saito FA.56 is in fine shape and just 
about ready to rock.  I still need to finish 
going through the electronics and install-
ing my own receiver.  That will be fol-
lowed with a tuning of the engine and I’ll 
be ready for the air. 
 

There were a 
couple of or-
phan Ultimates 
that I heard 
screaming at 
me at the swap 
meets and I had 
no choice but to 
pick them up 
(that stopped 
the screaming in my head anyhow).  The CG Blue-
hawk has now received a new Magnum XL .90 2-
stroke that I had laying around and is ready for it’s 
radio equipment.  The GP Ultimate 160 is outfitted 
with a new  OS 160FX and all the radio gear and 
that is ready for engine breakin and it will be in the 
air  very soon.  I got a chance to get into Bipes last 
season and now I’m hooked. Continued on page 4 

GP Ultimate 160 
OS Max 160 FX 

CG 
Ultimate 

54” WS 

J3 Cub-Saito FA-56 
77” ws 

Corben 
Baby Ace 

Saito FA-120 

Instrument Panel 
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Meanderings 
 

Regardless of how carefully we check out the planes we are 
buying, we can count on missing some things from time to 
time.  Fortunately, I’m a builder so it merely presents a chal-
lenge as opposed to an obstacle.  I picked up a Cub (yup, an-
other one) and it turns out the motor mount had been cleanly 
shoved partway through the firewall and the cabin area would 
need some rebuilding work as well.   
It was an easy matter of clamping the firewall to bring it back 
into alignment.  I then cut a matching piece of aircraft ply-
wood to sister the firewall and epoxied that into place (note 
clamping below).  I rebuilt the cabin area and it’s looking 
good for this Cub to be back in the air in the near future. 

Our membership meetings have been well 
worth attending as have our Ground Schools.  
Noel Hunt has been organizing our Ground Schools with seminars on Electric Setups & Flying, Fiberglass 
laminating and mold building.  We had a great demonstration of hot wire foam wing cutting by Norm 
Zielinski.  Norm brought in his cutting jig and patterns and showed us how he 
cuts wings as well as fuselages with his cutter.  The wing cutter is set up to 
work automatically once patterns are set into place.  Norm flips a switch and 
the cutter moves into action and tracks itself.  As you can see to the right… 
Norm sets up and cuts a wing section.  He laminates lite ply or balsa to that 
wing section and then cuts pre-laminated ribs and he’s ready to assemble a 
wing.  Part of what Norm has been doing is for a giant P-38 that he’s de-
signed and partially built, including fowler flaps & his own props.  Norm is 
truly an amazing fella. 

Above: arrows show where the motor 
mount had been pushed through the fire-
wall.  Repair done with C/A to give some 
integrity to the firewall in prep for sistering. 
 
Right: the new firewall has been epoxied 
into place and clamped with even pressure. 
 
Far right: the new firewall is cured and all 
the blind nuts line up to accept the motor 
mount and motor.  We’re ready to rock! 

Continued on page 5 Norm’s Foam Cutter 

Hot wire cut fuselage 
& wing saddle 

Cut 
Ribs 

Area  
of  

Damage.. R&R 
w/C/A 
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Meanderings 
 

Pete Mlinarcik has been organizing the presentations at our club meet-
ings and doing a nice job.  Continuing with Norm Zielinski, we find a 
jig that Norm has built to produce his own 3 bladed propellers for the 
twin counter-rotating gassers that will go into his P-38. 

George Dudek brought in a Jap Zero 
that he picked from an attic and re-

stored to flying condition.  Noel Hunt showed off his Bipes.  He drew and built the larger one (in his left 
hand) and then wanted a 40%’er but, in the design stage, it ended up being 40% smaller than the previous one.  
I guess your starting reference determines just exactly what is a “40%’er”. 

 Ken Sulkowski showed off his new elec-
tric PT-17 that he had ready for the air.  
On a side note, if you look closer at the 
picture of Ken (see close up) I can now 
understand why I don’t get an answer 
when I call him on the phone.  It all be-
gins to make sense to me  now.  

Ed Barbier showed one of his Winter 
projects, a Phoenix Models Super De-
cathlon.  Hank Lawson presenting his kit 
built Contender with a terrific cover and 
trim job.  John Miklas with one of his jets 
that he’s just dropping a new turbine into 
and he’s ready for the season. 
 

Spring is upon us and it’s time to get into the air.  The Toledo Weak Sig-
nals Show is coming up in a week and that’s followed by our Mini-
Toledo on the 15th.  See you at the field.                       Lou Tisch 

Norms 3-bladed propeller Jig 

George Dudek’s Zero Noel Hunt with his bipes 

Ken Sulkowski with his PT-17.     Hello..Hello..Hm..No signal!           

Rogues gallery...Don II, Keith, Don I 
“a thorn between two roses”? 

Ed’s 
Super 

Decathlon 

Hank’s 
Contender 

Miklas’ 
Turbine Jet 
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KID’S  NIGHT-JUNE 9, 2009 

The first of our two Kids’ Nights for the summer of 2009 saw fourteen 
youngsters earn their “wings” flying radio-control while assisted via 
buddy-boxes by our cadre of  Intro-Pilots and assistants. 
 
We had originally received confirmation that thirty-nine kids would be 
attending so four flight lines were prepared for that record attendance.  
However, for reasons unknown twenty-one failed to appear.  Possibly 
that was the result of forgetfulness so in the future reminder phone calls 
will be made a couple of days before such events. 
A number of the eighteen children in attendance were very young (two 
and three years old) so only fourteen flew and some of those were five 
and six.   
 

The weather was beautiful, Rainel’s hot dogs and Sheryl Wahl’s cup 
cakes were delicious and all the children thoroughly enjoyed the event.  
Jim McCoul’s face-painting artist was a perfect fit given the young age 
of most of the kids.  We never know what ideas Jim might come up 
with.  Next year he’ll probably arrange for a merry-go-round and a fer-
ris wheel! 
 
 

Continued on page 7 

The Delta Dart building table.  Let’s make them fly.  
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KID’S  NIGHT-JUNE 9, 2009 
 

The Delta Darts were also a big hit.  Although 
the young kids lacked the patience to complete 
the building process they really enjoyed flying 
them.  The mortality rate for the fragile planes 
was very high due to the kids’ rough handling 
enthusiasm.  A couple even got stepped on in the 
excitement of picking them up for another flight.  
Speaking of flights the best one was  by a model 
built by member Bruce Thoms. His flew down 
the field, over the fence and almost made it to 
the woods.  But Bruce knew what he was do-
ing—he’s also a member of an indoor rubber-
band model club! 

The fourteen flyers will receive Ken Sulkowski’s Certificate of 
Achievement Award. 
 
Many grateful thanks to the large number of members that at-
tended the event!  We’ll do it again on Tuesday, August ll---with 
reminder phone calls! 
                                                  Paul Garceau  

Sometimes even the “Big Dogs” are wound too tight! 

Translated...that was fun! 
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KID’S  NIGHT-AUGUST  2009 

RCCD held it’s second of two yearly Kid’s Night events on August 11, 2009. This event was considerably more successful than 
past events because of some changes that were made in the rubber band powered airplane portion of the program.  
 
The normal schedule of activities in the past would always include buddy box flights on a 40 size trainer and Delta Dart building 
and flying. Additional non-aviation activities like cupcake decorating and face painting by a local artist also added to the fun, espe-
cially for the younger participants. 
 
Our Delta Dart activity, however, never worked out quite as well as we would 
have liked. This was primarily due to the long construction time and also the rela-
tive fragility of the completed models in the hands of small children. It was heart-
breaking to have to tell children that we just weren’t going to be able to get an 
airplane built for them because we had run out of time. We felt we needed to ad-
dress these issues in order to improve our program. 
 

Being a winter season indoor rubber power flier, a couple of articles in Model 
Aviation magazine had gotten my attention. One was in the November 2008 Free 
Flight Sport column by Gene Smith and the other was in the March 2009 Safety 
Comes First column by Dave Gee. These articles told of easy ways to modify the 
simple Guillow’s Sky Streak model that would improve it’s flying qualities in a 
big way. It amounts to changing the wing from dihedral to polyhedral and replac-
ing the supplied rubber motor with one of a higher grade. I did some testing on 
my own to verify what I had read and got very positive results. These simple changes allow this quick to assemble, inexpensive and 
easily trimmed model to fly surprisingly well. Next I made a presentation to my fellow club members on the idea of trying this 
model as a replacement for the venerable Delta Dart. There was strong support for adopting the Sky Streak. I visited Prop Shop 
Hobbies to explain our plan and Matt’s generosity in supplying the kits put things on the fast track. Simple wing marking fixtures 
and wing cracker tools were made to add the polyhedral break. Multiple winding stooges were fabricated and geared winders were 
purchased. The necessary help for the event was recruited from the membership. Good weather with light wind on the night of the 

event added the final ingredient for a good outcome. 

 

Cont. on page 17 

Ok, we’re ready...bring it ! 

Bruce, helping to launch 
the next aeronautical 

career! 
Cranking up another motor at the 

winding stooge.  Readying for flight! 
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R/C Model Show 
"The Toledo Show" 

 
At the SeaGate Centre  

 
401 Jefferson Avenue Toledo, Ohio 43604 

April 9th, 10th, & 11th, 2010 
Show hours: Fri/Sat 9am to 5pm - Sun 9am to 2pm  

Handicap parking available - Tickets readily available at the door!  
Admission is only $8.00 per person per day 

Kids 12 and under are FREE! 
Active duty U.S. Military are free, ID card required, no ticket necessary! 

http://www.toledoshow.com/ 
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The Tour d’Michigan is the collaborative effort of three Michigan model aviation clubs ~ 
The West Michigan Smoke Rings, The Lansing Area Flying Aces, and the Broome Park Cir-
cle Burners.   The purpose is to have fun while promoting the hobby/sport of Control Line 
flying.   The chosen format offers something for every skill level.   Each event will consist of 
6 - 7 events selected from a pool of possible events.   Craftsmanship will also be judged at 
each event.   Owing to the recent popularity of the Perky Speed Contest, Perky speed run 
timings will be offered during each event. 

Three contests are scheduled for 2010:  

• Kalamazoo on 22 May 2010 
• Flint on 31 July 2010 
• Lansing on 25 September 2010 

For more info: 
http://www.flying-aces.net/tour10.html 
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Tips, Tools, Gizmos & Gadgets! 
Ever wrestle with aligning that remote fueler or glow connector 
prior to drilling a hole in the cowl for access?  Betcha have!   
Well, now there’s a simple solution. 
I installed my remote igniter and then drilled a hole in a tongue 
depressor about the size that I would require for the “hot stick”.  
Tape that tongue depressor to the side of your fuselage (use blue 
tape so it’s easy to remove) and align the hole with the fitting that 
you’ve attached to the firewall.  Now it’s a simple matter of slid-
ing the cowl into place on the fuselage and marking that position.   
Go ahead, drill the hole, clean it up, remove the tongue depressor, 
install the cowl and you are ready for the air. 

                                                                        Lou Tisch 
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 KID’S NIGHT—AUGUST 2009 
 
The event was an unqualified success! We had 30 very happy, smiling kids turning their eyes skyward to watch their 
personal airplanes flying above. We left no child disappointed. They all got a plane and every kid present had at least 
one or two legitimately good flights on their plane. Some had several really excellent flights. A few planes were even 
lost because they flew high enough and long enough to end up in the wooded area that borders our flying field.  Seeing 
the looks on those young faces was the final payoff for our efforts.  

 
I want to thank Prop Shop Hobbies and the RCCD mem-
bers that helped make this event the success it was.                                               
Bruce Thoms  

Russ Hope conducting Ground School & Orientation 

“Into the wild blue yonder, there she goes… 
do you have it?” 

And, of course, we can’t forget the food.  Yum! 

“So, was it fun? “  
Ok, guess the smile 

says it all. 
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Classified Section 

Extra 260 
This is a kit built, Extra 260 ready for your batteries and  
ready for the air.  It is well built and in very good condition. 
This Extra 260 comes with a 3W-100i-B2 Twin with Elec-
tronic Ignition & Receiver (HiTec RCD Supreme-Super 
Slim-JR Ch. 24).  You will need your own batteries (Ignition 
Batt. & Receiver Batt.).  
Also included: Cannister Mufflers, Aluminum Spinner, 2 
HD-Switch & Charge Jacks, Remote Fueler and Servos:HS-
700BB (hi Torque)-Rdr, El, Ail. 
Wingspan: Approx. 100” 
                Asking $1200 obo &/or trade 
 

Anchor Bay Models 
(renamed from MALT Model Aircraft) 

Mike Andros & Lou Tisch purchased Grant’s Custom 
Aircraft out of St. Clair and relocated the operation to 
Lou’s Shop in Clinton Township (see LSB card below).  
Currently, there are molds for 10 models, including: 
PBY Catalina (109” ws), Grumman Widgeon, Republic 
SeaBee (single & twin), Lake Buccanneer, Christen Ea-
gle, several Mustangs, Pylon and fun-fly ships.   
The 1st kit to introduce will be the SeaKing (Red plane 
shown below) 
As operations progress, we will be presenting the model 
kits in succession.  Keep your eyes open for the intro-
duction of our first kit. 

Thanks all, Lou  & Mike  
Full Scale Aircraft photos courtesy of aircraft websites 

Extra 260 3W-100 
Contact: Lou Tisch 
duckguylsb@Juno.com  
586-709-5378 (cell) 
(see business card this page) 
 Lock Stock & Barrell, Inc. 
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 Classified Section 

 

Craft & Hobby Creations 
 

Jim & Barb McCoul 
 

Ph: 586-446-9357 
Email: jmccoulrc1@wideopenwest.com 

 
Www.wideopenwest.com/~mmc9892 

RCCD Decals for Bumpers, Windows and Models 
 

Finally, an easy way to dress up your vehicle & plane to 
identify you as a member of the Radio Control Club of 
Detroit...yes, that’s a good thing.   
 
Go to: www.MikeStickers.com and click on the RCCD 
Logo.  This will take you to a page with the vinyl stick-
ers along with ordering instructions.  As well as stickers 
for your models & bumpers, you’ll find the reverse 
sticker for the inside of your windows. 
 
This is also the place that made the Pilot Stickers that 
were given out at the Christmas Party.  Be sure to let 
MikeStickers know that you are a member of RCCD. 
 
                                                                       Lou Tisch   
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Lou Tisch-Editor 
36568 Boyce Drive 
Clinton Township, MI  48035 

RADIO CONTROL CLUB OF DETROIT 

 Apr. 15, 2010 Mini-Toledo 

 Apr. 24, 2010 Season prep of field 

 May 1, 2010  Brag Day 

 May 2, 2010  Watts Over Wetzel-Electric Fly-In 

 May 22-23, 2010 Great Lakes Combat Challenge 

 June 6, 2010 EAA Chap.13 & RCCD Joint Fly-In 

 June 8, 2010 Kid’s Night (1) 

 June 12, 2010 Big Bird Fly In 

 June 13, 2010 2x2 Fly-In 

 June 27, 2010 Great Lakes Scale Fly-In 

 July 24, 2010 Control Line Fly-In (U/C area) 

 Please check the website for updates and changes to the     
schedule: www.RCCD.org 

     Coming Events-2010 

 

Phone: 586-790-2678 
Email: duckguylsb@juno.com 

Gravity Always Wins ! 

We’re on the web 
www.rccd.org 

Organizatio
n 


